
 

Vision 

 To become a reputed learning centre producing competent professionals. 

 Mission 

DM1:Provide Quality education through interactive teaching-learning practices. 

DM2:Establish Technology-enabled environment for building core competencies including 

robotics. 

DM3:Arrange Industry-Interaction to hone professional skills. 

DM4:Organize activities to foster social skills and ethical values. 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEOs) 

PEO1:Apply Engineering concepts to solve Electronics and Communication Engineering 

problems of social relevance. 

PEO2:Design and develop Electronic devices and Systems for Industry or pursue research. 

PEO3:Demonstrate competencies through continuous learning and adapt to multi-

disciplinary environment. 

PEO4:Practice professional values and contribute to the societal needs. 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

PSO1:Professional Skills: Apply principles of Analog and Digital Electronics, 

Communication Systems, Image processing, VLSI and Embedded Systems to solve diverse 

problems. 

PSO2:Software Knowledge: Develop solutions for complex engineering problems of social 

relevance by employing Xilinx, CC Studio, Micro Wind, Keil, NG Spice, Scilab tools. 

 

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT 

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE) was established in 

the year 2008 and offers an under graduate program in ECE, with an initial intake of 

60, and progressively increased to 180 by the year 2012. To accomplish the mission and 

vision of the Department, it has adequate infrastructural support with well equipped 

laboratories. 

The Department aims at imparting the students with the latest technologies through 

NPTEL, Webinars, Spoken tutorials, Workshops and internships. 

The Department also employs training programmes such as ‘College to Corporate’ 

(C2C), International Institute of Entrepreneurship (i2E) .The Department of ECE has 

membership in professional societies like IEEE and IETE. Adequate encouragement 

and technical scaffolding are extended to the students to participate and excel in the 

national Level challenges. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MUSINGS 

में भी हारी नहीीं              

-पदम ्राजपतू 

खेलहैंबाकीअभी 
मैंभीहारीनहीीं 
हममममतेरूठीमगर 

मैनेभीकौशमशछोडीनहीीं।। 
क्ूूँबहानेसेओरब्बा 
्ूूँसतातेहोमुझ े

बोलदोनासीधे-सीधे 

मैंआपकोप््ारीनहीीं I। 
जोमेरेदमलकेकरीबथे। 
 

जननहेंखुदसेज्ादाचाहा 
सबवादेतोडग्े 

ँूँअकेलेछोडग्े।। 
एक्ारमेरा्ेग्ाएकवोग्ा। 

जनतनाबरुाहोसकताथाहोग्ा 
उसकेलएएरोतीरहूूँ 
मैंबेचारीनहीीं।। 
हमममतेरठीमगर 

मैंनेभीकोशमशछोडीनहीीं 
खेलहैबाकीअभी 
मैंभीहारीनहीीं।। 
हारीनहीींहारीनही...... 
-Padam Rajput  
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(The scene begins in school among friends (Naresh, Suresh, Mahesh) 

 (All the students go to the class. A circular comes to class) 
Teacher: (reading the circular). This is to inform you that our 
school is going to prepare a school magazine. All the students 
who are interested can contribute their activities | articles 
for the magazine. 
Mahesh: Ma'am! Can I know what are activities or articles 
that we can send? 
Teacher: let me list out all the items Drawing, jokes.Skits, 
reviews, quotations, quiz (All of students thought that it is 
useless and waste of time except some students) (Some of 
the students presented their creative thoughts and Mahesh 
and Ramesh also presented their items). 
(Few Years Passed. Now at A Get-Together Party 
Ramesh: Hi! Mahesh what's up, how are you? 
Mahesh: Fine and what about you? 
(Both are in good position (rich dress sense) 
Ramesh: Ok! But where is Suresh?? 
(Suresh appears in an unsuccessful way) 
Moral: Life gives many chances to shine. How to use that 
chance is up to you. In the story all three students started at 
same track by using all opportunities. Mahesh and Ramesh 
succeeded in their lives. But, Suresh remained a failure 
because he could not use opportunities in the right way. 
Niranjan II ECE 

 

 

స్్తర  ీఅంటే ఆనాటి ఆటబొ మ్మ 
కాదురా... 
స్్తర  ీఅంటే హో రెత్తర   జాన్సీ లక్ష్మమ భాయ్ 

రా.. 
త్ొలి అడుగే తడబడక స్్తర మీ్ూరతర 
వేయగా... 
నలుదికుులు గతర్రు మ్ని గడ గడ గడ 

వనికేరా... 
స్్తర  ీఅంటే వంటింటికే పరతమితంబు 
కాదురా.. 
స్్తర  ీఅంటే ఈ రోజులలో  కాలజాా న 

ర్ూపిరా... 
స్్తర  ీఅంటే ఒకపపటి పిరతకివార్ర 
కాదురా... 
తిర్గబడిత్త  చరతతరనే త్ార్రమ్ార్ర 
చతయురా.. 
 

   

 

స్్తర  ీఅంటే సూర్రుడిలా పరకాశంచత 
వెలుగురా.. 
స్్తర  ీఅంటే నింగత లలన మెరతస్తిపో యే 
త్ార్రా... 
స్్తర నీి భార్మ్ంటునాా 

తలోితండుర లారా.... 
ఆ స్్తర  ీకానే.. లేకపో త్త ఈ సృష్టే  
ఇక లేదుగా.. 
చ ైతనుపు భావన మ్హిళా 
సంర్క్షణ... 

జాతి పరగతి సూచన...నవజీవన 

కామ్న.. 

స్్తర  ీవిదాుభాుసమే నిలిచి పొ యే 
అవనిలల...  
జనజీవన సరవంతి కి ఇదత ఒక 

అంచనా...           
ఇటుో ...  

మీ అనిల్ కుమ్ార్ SSP... 


